Gameday Captains: Deondre Farrier, Cortez Herrin and Alex Turner ...
Consecutive Streaks Extended: Cortez Herrin (17), D’Ante Smith (17), Alex Turner (16), Davondre Robinson (13) ...
First Career Start: OR C.J. Johnson

Holton Abiers made ninth career start ... Threw second career TD pass of the season (20 yards) to Anthony Watley in the first quarter ... Accounted for five TDs (2 pass, 3 rush) on the season ... Was 20 of 34 passing for 210 yards with one TD ... Rushed 14 times for 60 yards ... Twenty-nine of 81 completions have gone for 10 or more yards (8 for 20-plus) in 2019 ... As a starter, compiled 2,881 total yards - an average of 320.1 yards per game ... In his career, has accounted for 23 TDs (14 pass, 9 rushing) ... 100 of 198 completions have gone for 10 or more yards (34 for 20-plus) ...

Bruce Bivens booked nine tackles (five solo) ... Credited a half TFL (-1 yard) in the second quarter ... Tied at least a half TFL in nine of 27 career games ... Credited with 10.0 career TFLs (-34 yards) and 3.0 sacks (-13 yards) ... Booked at least one tackle in 20 of 27 games (multiple 17 times) ...

Trace Christian rushed a career-high 14 times for 91 yards (second time in career with over 90 yards rushing in a game - other was 102 vs. UConn in 2018) ... Had two runs of 15-plus yards (21/30, 15/40) ...

Deondre Farrier caught two passes for six yards ... Targeted five 15 times making eight grabs in 2019 ... Caught multiple passes in all four games in 2019 (2/NCSU, 2/GWU, 2/Navy, 2/W&M) ... Hauled down at least one pass in 26 of 31 career games (multiple 23 times) ... Targeted 130 times in his career catching 83 balls ...

Kendall Futrell booked four tackles (3 solo) ... Credited with a two-yard TFL in the first quarter ... Tied career-high with three QBHs (other was vs. ODU in 2018) ... Registered four-plus stops in all four games this season (8/NCSU, 4/GWU, 7/Navy, 4/W&M) ... Credited with a TFL in three of four contests to open the season (3/0/18 yards) ... Recorded at least one stop in 26 of 32 games (multiple 18 times) ... Credited with 15.0 career TFLs (-76 yards) and 6.0 sacks (-60 yards) ...

C.J. Johnson started first career game ... Caught career-high five passes for a career-best 46 yards ... Recorded at least one catch in all four career games ... Targeted 19 times making 10 grabs ...

Jalen Price booked six tackles (3 solo) ... Credited with a one-yard TFL (4Q) ... Tallied at least two tackles in all four games this season ... Registered at least one stop in 34 of 37 contests (multiple 27 times) ... Credited with 8.0 career TFLs (-19 yards) and 1.5 sacks (-9 yards) ...

Blake Proehl caught four passes for 51 yards ... Targeted 26 times making 18 grabs on the season ... Caught at least one pass in 12 of 14 games (multiple 11 times) ... Twenty-four (24) of 47 receptions have gone for 10 or more yards (4 for 20-plus) ... In his career, targeted 73 times making 47 grabs ...

Chance Purvis booked six tackles (3 solo) ... Credited with a four-yard sack (first of his career) in the first quarter ... Appeared in 14 career games making five starts (3/2018, 4/2019) ... Has 4.5 TFLs (-9 yards) and 1.0 sack (-4 yards) on the season ... Booked at least one tackle in nine career games (multiple nine times) ... Credited with 8.0 career TFLs (-31 yards) and 1.0 sack (-4 yards) ...

Davondre Robinson booked five stops (2 solo) ... Picked off first career pass (2Q) returning it three yards and credited with a PBU ... Recorded multiple stops in 20 of 22 career games played (6/2017, 10/2018, 4/2019) ... Tallied four or more tackles in 17 of 22 career contests ...

Alex Turner booked three tackles (1 solo) ... Credited with a half TFL (-1 yard) in the third quarter ... Booked TFLs vs. NCSU (1.0/-1 yard), GWU (3.0/-22 yards), Navy (1.0/-4 yards) and W&M (1.0/-1 yard) ... Registered at least one tackle in 26 of 33 career games (multiple 19 times) ... Tallied 17.5 career TFLs (-61 yards) and 8.0 career sacks (-38 yards) ... Jake Verity scored 13 points on the night (1-for-1 PAT, 4-for-5 FGAs) ... Tied career-high with four FGs made (other was vs. BYU in 2017) ... FGAs made: (31 yards/20, 33 yards/30, 22 yards/40, 45 yards/40) and missed (35 yards/20) ... Stands eighth on ECU’s all-time scoring list with 210 points and is the ninth person in program history with 200-plus career points ... Connected on nine of 11 FGAs and 8 of 8 PATs on the season ... For his career, converted 45 of 59 on FGs and 75 of 77 on PATs ... Attempted at least one FG in 27 of 30 career games (at least one made in 25 games) ... Has 15 career multi-FG games (5/2017, 7/2018, 3/2019) ...

Anthony Watley caught his first career TD pass (20 yards) in the first quarter ...

Tay Williams appeared in his first collegiate game ... Had a career-long rush of 43 yards (longest ECU play from scrimmage this season) ... Finished with five carries for 71 yards) ... Two of five rushes with for 15 or more yards ...

Jonn Young punted five times for 190 yards (38.0 avg.) landing two inside the 20 yard line ... Six punts have landed inside the opponents 20 yard line on the year ... Has landed 20 of 94 career punts inside the opponents 20-yard line ...

ECU
ECU Records and Streaks:
• Has thrown at least one touchdown pass in eight of the last 11 games (14 TD throws) ...
• Has made at least one field goal (when attempted) in 15-straight games on Jake Verity's 31-yard attempt in the second quarter ...
• Has won 36 of the last 39 games when leading at the half ...
• Has won five of the last six (and nine of the last 12) non-conference home games ...
• Has won 27 of 30 games against FCS opponents ...

Pirate Team Notes:
• Attendance: 38,094 (highest since UNC in 2018) ...
• The Pirates have received the opening kickoff in all four games this season (lost three coin tosses, won one) ...
• ECU extended its current streak without being shutout to 270 games (a school record, ninth longest active streak in the nation) when Ahlers connected with Watley on a 20-yard strike in the first quarter (opening drive) ... Last time the Pirates were blanked was on Oct. 4, 1997 (56-0 at Syracuse) ... On the flipside, ECU has not recorded a defensive shutout since blanking Duke 38-0 on Sept. 2, 2000 in Durham, N.C. - a span of 239 games (T. Crist 20-yard TD run in the second quarter) ...
• The Pirates have thrown a TD pass in 22 of last 27 games (85 of last 97 contests) on Ahlers pass to Watley on a 20-yard strike in the first quarter (opening drive) - did not record passing scores vs. UNC/2012, MAR/2013, TEM/2014, TOW/2015, UCONN/2015, USF/2015, JMU/2016, USF/2018, TEM/2018, NCSU/2018, NCSU/2019 and Navy/2019 ...
• ECU's win with 19 points marked its first since Sept. 26, 2009 (vs. UCF/19-14) when scoring 20 or less points - span of 123 games ...
• In three games, the Pirates have forced four turnovers (3 INTs, 1 fumble) with their interception second quarter ... ECU did not commit a turnover in the game ...
• On the season, ECU is 15 of 18 (4 of 5 on the night) inside the red zone (8 TDs, 7 FGs) and opponents are 10 of 10 (8 TDs, 2 FGs) ...
• ECU has had 20 plays of 20 or more yards this season (10 rush, 10 pass) with two resulting in a TD (Ahlers to Proehl for 20 yards vs. GWU; Ahlers to Watley for 20 yards vs. W&M) ...